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a b s t r a c t

Janus nanoparticles (JNPs) possess great potential in recovering the residual oil from reservoirs, however,
the fundamental interaction mechanisms among nanoparticles, the oil, and reservoir wall characteristics
remain to be elucidated. In this work, models of oil trapping grooves with different geometric features
are subjected to molecular dynamics simulations for investigating the influences of roughness param-
eters on oil displacement dynamics by JNPs. Four key surface geometry parameters and different degrees
of surface hydrophobicity are considered. Our results indicate that JNPs hold an outstanding performance
in displacing residual oil on weakly to moderately hydrophobic surfaces. Overall, smaller entry and exit
angles, the larger aspect ratio of the oil trapping grooves, and a bigger tip length of the rough ridges lead
to superior oil recovery. Among the key geometric parameters, the aspect ratio of the oil trapping grooves
plays the dominant role. These insights about the interaction of surface properties and JNPs and the
resulting trapped oil displacement could serve as a theoretical reference for the application of JNPs for
targeted reservoir conditions.
© 2023 The Authors. Publishing services by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of KeAi Communications Co. Ltd. This
is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/

4.0/).
1. Introduction

Being the greatest part of global energy, the demand for fossil
fuels will grow by more than 30% in 20 years (Qian and Li, 2018).
Since most oil fields have reached the economic limit of the sec-
ondary oil recovery stage, the implementation of enhanced oil re-
covery (EOR) measures is the key to meeting the oil consumption
demand (Li et al., 2000; Jia, 2020). Taking Norway as an example, a
merely 1% recovery increase in the EOR stage will translate into
more than 300 billion Norwegian kroner in revenue. Currently, the
traditional EOR technology has entered a bottleneck period due to
challenges like high cost, eco-unfriendliness, and gravity override
(Sun et al., 2015; Chang et al., 2016; Kang et al., 2020). In the
meanwhile, nanoparticles have been widely accepted to have great
potential to be a breakthrough in EOR (Liang et al., 2021; Sun et al.,
2021; Zhang et al., 2022). In particular, there is growing interest in
the EOR application of Janus nanoparticles (JNPs) whose surfaces
have two distinct wettability (Shi et al., 2019; Wu et al., 2020b; Jia
Xiao), jianying.he@ntnu.no

y Elsevier B.V. on behalf of KeAi Co
et al., 2021).
There is a bulk of encouraging results indicating that JNPs

exhibit significantly better performance and greater application
potentials than conventional homogeneous nanoparticles in the
EOR process (Luo et al., 2016; Liang et al., 2017; Giraldo et al., 2019;
Yin et al., 2019; Li et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2020; Wu et al., 2020a).
Through experimental studies, JNPs were found to contribute to
water viscosity increment (Giraldo et al., 2019), interfacial tension
reduction (Wu et al., 2020a; Yin et al., 2021), and surfacewettability
alteration (Giraldo et al., 2019; Wu et al., 2020a) in the EOR process.
Moreover, JNPs exhibited a special dynamic displacement mecha-
nism of climbing film growth and slug-like displacement that was
not observed in other homogeneous nanoparticles (Luo et al., 2016).
What's more, the simulation study provides the theoretical fun-
damentals of JNPs in EOR technology (Zhao et al., 2019; Ahmadi and
Chen, 2021), which effectively compensates for the current limi-
tation of experimental conditions at the nanoscale. For example,
the interfacial activities of JNPs at the oil-water interface were
explored by dissipative particle dynamics (DPD) simulations,
yielding results for the design of the Pickering emulsion (Luu and
Striolo, 2014). The self-assembly and characteristics of JNPs at the
oil-water interface were studied by molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations, which supplied the basis of JNP applications in practice
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(Xiang et al., 2017). Due to the size limitation of these simulation
systems, only a limited number of nanofluid flooding systems
involving solid surfaces exist. Unexpected results of JNPs impeding
oil displacement were observed in capillary pressure-dominated
smooth nano-channels (Wang et al., 2019). The great potential of
JNPs in displacing residual oil from rough channels was also newly
reported (Chang et al., 2022a). Moreover, the outstanding perfor-
mance of JNPs and their unique dynamics of the wettability alter-
ation process (namely, the ‘adsorption invasion process’) were
revealed (Chang et al., 2022b). Obviously, these limited works are
far from the complete understanding of displacing trapped oil in
reservoir pores and throats with JNPs.

It is worth noting that the significantly different results in
smooth and rough nanochannels highlight the influence of
roughness in oil displacement dynamics (Niu and Tang, 2014;
Zhang, 2016; Wang et al., 2019). Besides, differences in flow and
wetting characteristics of nanofluids on smooth and rough surfaces
have been confirmed in studies in varied research fields (Savoy and
Escobedo, 2012; Wang et al., 2017; Durret et al., 2018). Hence, only
by taking into account the roughness effect of solid surfaces (the
actual reservoir situation), the motion law of JNPs, the oil
displacement effect, and the EOR mechanism can be more truly
manifested. Considering the size limitation of molecular simulation
systems, it is nevertheless challenging to construct the real rough
topography in the oil reservoir. Generally, surface roughness is
featured by grooves with regular shapes in MD simulations
(Yaghoubi and Foroutan, 2018; Fang et al., 2019). By modifying the
geometric parameters of the grooves, the influence of the surface
roughness on fluid dynamics or wetting can be effectively eluci-
dated (Xie and Cao, 2016; Song et al., 2018; Fang et al., 2019).
Regrettably, there are seldom molecular simulation studies on the
influence of nanochannel roughness on oil displacement.

Herein, the effects of surface geometric parameters on displac-
ing oil from nano-pockets are investigated. Specifically, the tip
length of the ridge (S), entry angle (a), exit angle (b), and the aspect
Fig. 1. Representative structure of the simulation system. The white arrows indicate
the flooding direction in the periodic simulation box. The colors for different com-
ponents in the system: water (light blue), oil (pink), surface (grey), hydrophobic part
(orange), and hydrophilic part (green) of Janus NPs. The key geometric parameters, the
tip length of the ridge (S), entry angle (a), exit angle (b), groove width (L), and depth
(H) are illustrated in the figure.
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ratio (A) of the groove width (L) to depth (H) (that is, A¼L/H), as
shown in Fig. 1, are chosen as the focused roughness parameters. As
the most common geometric parameters in research on the rough
surface (Lalegani et al., 2018; Fang et al., 2019), their combinations
are able to cover almost all the rough surface geometry. By moni-
toring the formation of JNPs adsorption film on the sidewall of the
grooves and comparing the final oil displacement results, the EOR
effect of each surface geometric parameter is quantitatively
analyzed and clarified. Moreover, an in-depth discussion on the
possible interactive influence among the geometric parameters and
the limitation of this work is conducted. The results broaden the
understanding of the adaptability of JNPs in displacing residual oil
on rough surfaces and are thus desired by the application of JNPs in
EOR.

2. Model and simulation details

2.1. Molecular model

The model systems are constructed with the aim to capture the
key features of rough surfaces with trapped oil for displacement by
the injection of JNPs, as one representative example shown in Fig. 1.
Following previous studies and for the sake of simplicity (Chang
et al., 2022b), the model systems hold a dimension of
100 � 70 � 151 Å3 with periodic boundary conditions. The rough
surface is created by removing atoms from an initially smooth sil-
icon crystal to result in a groove, as represented by a rectangular
groove in Fig. 1. The hydrophobicity of such surface is controlled by
its inter-atomic interactions with the water and oil phase, namely
the force-field parameters, which could capture the wetting fea-
tures of common types of rocks found in actual reservoirs
(Kondratyuk et al., 2005; Harrison et al., 2014). To avoid artificial
molecular interactions across the solid surface because of the pe-
riodic boundary condition, the minimum height at the bottom of
the groove in the surface (11 Å) is set to be larger than the cutoff
distance of the non-bonding interactions (10 Å). The crucial geo-
metric parameters of the surface roughness, namely the tip length
of the ridge (S), entry angle (a), exit angle (b), and the aspect ratio of
the groove (A) as depicted in the figure, are altered in surface
modeling, with the chosen values listed in Table 1. As such, multiple
systems with varied rough surfaces are obtained for the oil
displacement simulations. It is worth noting here that the system
containing a rough surface with S ¼ 50 Å, a ¼ 270�, b ¼ 270� and
A ¼ 1.25 is taken as the reference for result comparison, as high-
lighted in the bold text in Table 1. For the fluid of the model sys-
tems, hexane (model density 660 kg/m3), water, and spherical JNPs
with diameters of 10 Å (d ¼ 10 Å) are used. As an example, the
reference system contains 1001 oil molecules, 21400 water mole-
cules, and 48 JNPs with a nanoparticle volume concentration of
3.9%. The JNPs are evenly distributed in the solution before flooding
simulation in an equilibrium state.

2.2. Force field

The atomistic interaction parameters are selected following
previous studies. Specifically, the monoatomic water (mW) model
is adopted for thewater phase, while the Transferable Potentials for
Phase Equilibria united-atom (TraPPE-UA) description of hexane is
employed for oil (Martin and Siepmann,1998;Molinero andMoore,
2009). The mW water models interact via the 3-body Stillinger-
Weber (SW) potential to account for the hydrogen bonding in
water. The water-oil and oil-oil non-bonded interactions follow the
standard pairwise 12-6 Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential. The combi-
nation of thewater and oil models is found to appropriately capture
the fluid properties at minimal computational costs (Chang et al.,



Table 1
The selected geometric values in modeling the rough surfaces. The bold values are the parameters of the reference model.

Geometric Parameters Designed Value

Tip Length of the Ridge (S) (d¼10 Å) 2.5d 3d 4d 5d 7.5d 10d
Entry Angle (a) 210� 225� 240� 270� 300� 315�

Exit Angle (b) 210� 225� 240� 270� 300� 315�

Aspect Ratio of the groove (A) 0.625 1.250 1.875 2.500 3.125 3.750 5.000
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2021). The interactions between the surface with water and oil are
also parameterized by LJ potentials, with the oil droplet contact
angle on the surface controlled by the characteristic energy εsw

(water-surface), as depicted in Fig. S1. Since the focus is the influ-
ence of the morphology of rough surface rather than the specific
materials of the surface, the choice of the εsw is to guarantee the oil
phase trapped in the groove on the surface for flooding, as detailed
in the follow sections. The characteristic energy for interactions
involved the JNPs is selected from the previous studies (Chang et al.,
2022b), with the values given in the supporting information
(Table S1). Although the atoms in the systems are free of charge, the
effect of coulombic interactions in the system, especially among the
water molecules, are implicitly accounted for by the adopted water
model and the force field.
2.3. Simulation strategy and process

All the MD simulations are performed with the LAMMPS pack-
age (Plimpton, 1995) and visualized with OVITO software
(Stukowski, 2009). In our simulations, the systems are first energy-
minimized using the steepest descent method and followed by a 5-
ns equilibrium stage in the NVT ensemble at 350 K. The simulation
time step is 3 fs. The Nos�eeHoover thermostat with a coupling
coefficient of 100 fs is adopted in the simulations (Hoover, 1985).
After then, another 60-ns non-equilibrium MD simulation (NEMD)
is carried out to simulate the JNP flooding process, with a constant
force (0.01 kcal mole1 Åe1) applied on each of the water molecules
along the x-axis of the simulation box. To speed up the simulation
of such big systems, rigid JNPs are chosen. As such, any result ob-
tained here in this work applies to relatively rigid nanoparticles
used in EOR. At the same time, the rough surface is positionally
fixed. Five independent simulations are carried out for the flooding
process in each system.
3. Results

3.1. Oil displacement dynamics on the rough surface by JNPs

It is known that local wettability alteration is one of the major
mechanisms in residual oil displacement by JNPs. Especially, the
dynamic ‘adsorption invasion process’ in wettability alteration was
identified to be the main motion pattern of the JNPs in the oil
Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the ‘adsorption invasion process’ of JNPs in the flooding. Fro
pinning, III invasion, and Ⅳ formation of adsorption film.
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displacement (Chang et al., 2022b), as schematically illustrated in
Fig. 2. Because of their special surface wettability, JNPs are prone to
adsorb at the oil-water interface and onto trapped oil films on
rough surfaces. Under the shear flow of the flooding water, JNPs
slide on the surface and then linger at the edge of oil trapping
grooves because of the pinning effect. Driven by the local water
currents, the accumulated JNPs at the edge of the groove are able to
invade the entrance of the groove along the sidewall of the groove
to displace the trapped oil. The sequential events of JNPs adsorption
and invasion result in many JNPs progressing into the deeper po-
sition of the groove, forming a JNP adsorption film along the side-
wall of the groove and altering the local wettability to be more
hydrophilic. The above whole process contributes to the
outstanding performance of JNP in displacing residual oil. It is
obvious that the important properties of the adsorption JNP film,
for instance, the height of the film and the orientation of the
adsorbed JNPs, determine the final EOR effect.

The excellent displacement effects on the trapped oil from the
rough surface by JNPs thus call for the further unfolding of the
influences of the surface morphology parameters. In order to
effectively probe the surface wettability and the resulting trapping
strength of oil in the grooves of the rough surface, equilibration
simulations of oil droplets adsorption on surfaces with varied LJ
interaction characteristic energy with water are carried out, as
shown in Fig. S1. The surfaces with esw in the range of 0.1e0.5 kcal/
mol cover the wettability being strongly hydrophobic to weakly
hydrophilic. Within this wettability range, trapped oil displacement
from the groove on these surfaces by JNP is then performed, with
the resulting system snapshots of each simulation collected in
Fig. 3a. Clearly, varied surface wettability (esw) leads to differences
in the amount of retained residual oil and the adsorption JNP film
formed on the sidewall of the groove. In order to quantify the oil
displacement effect, the percentage of displaced oil molecules
(EOR), averaged JNP invasion depth into the groove (D, that is the
averaged absolute coordinate of the adsorbed JNP), and the hy-
drophilic ratio of adsorbed JNP facing off the sidewall of the groove
(as shown in Fig. S2, Rhydrophilic is defined as the ratio of the volume
of the hydrophilic beads in the half of NPs away from the surface,
representing the degree of surface wettability alteration by indi-
vidual JNP), are calculated and shown in Fig. 3b. For surfaces esw in
the range of 0.25e0.40 kcal/mol, which approximately corresponds
to weak to moderate hydrophobicity, EOR is found to maintain at a
m left to right are I oil-water interface identification and surface adsorption, II edge



Fig. 3. The effect of surface wettability on oil displacement. (a) The final system snapshots after oil displacement on surfaces with varied esw. (b) The resulting EOR, D and Rhydrophilic
obtained after the simulations. The error bar indicates the standard deviation of 5 independent simulations. The inset indicates the definition of the Rhydrophilic of the JNPs on the
sidewall of the groove.
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higher level. The Rhydrophilic shares a similar trend with that of the
EOR effect, which suggests the differences in the orientation of the
JNPs in the adsorption film on the sidewall of the groove correlate
and underpin the different EOR effects. For both the low- and high-
end values of esw, low EOR is associated with high values of D,
meaning JNPs cannot effectively invade the groove. When the
surface is strongly hydrophobic (low esw), oil is firmly trapped in the
groove owing to the hydrophobic effect making it difficult for JNPs
to adsorb and invade the groove along the surface; when the sur-
face is hydrophilic (high esw), the adsorption of JNPs at the entrance
cannot efficiently form an adsorption film to guide water entering
into the groove. Therefore, JNPs are suitable for displacing residual
oil on rough surfaces with weak to moderate hydrophobicity. To
clarify the rough geometric effects, surfaces with esw of 0.3 kcal/mol
(i.e. weak hydrophobic surface) are selected for further simulations.
3.2. Effects of the surface geometric parameters

In the simulation, the rough surface is simplified as a combined
unit of the groove and the ridge. The rough surfaces with different
geometric characteristics can thus be designed by modifying the
four key geometric parameters (tip length of the ridge (S), entry
angle (a), exit angle (b), and aspect ratio of the groove (A)). Based on
the oil displacement dynamics by JNPs, it can be expected that
varied geometric parameters will affect the specific process of JNP's
‘adsorption invasion process’. Therefore, apart from the EOR effect,
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the quality of the JNP adsorption film on the sidewall (the amount,
depth, and orientation of the adsorbed JNPs) should also be the
focus of the following study.
3.2.1. Tip length of the ridge (S)
In the ‘adsorption invasion process’, JNPs obtain the initial

contact with the surface by identifying the oil film on the plane
surface, namely loading on the ridges of the rough surface topog-
raphy. As such, the larger S, the more adsorbed JNPs on the surface.
Subsequently, there can be possibly more JNPs entering inside the
groove along the sidewall and a stronger driving force for the
deepening of the progressing adsorption film. Indeed, as shown in
Fig. 4a, a small value of S (2.5d) leads to the few adsorbed JNPs on
the sidewall and low oil displacement performance of the JNPs (the
snapshots are shown in Fig. S3). With the tip length slightly
increasing from 2.5d to 3d, obvious JNPs adsorption film gradually
penetrates downward into the groove with significant oil being
displaced outside the groove. However, both EOR and D confirm
that the change in oil displacement effect weakens when S is over
3d. Such results imply that there is a threshold of S for the massive
adsorption of JNPs onto the rough surface. Once S reaches this
length threshold, the average depth of invading JNPs adsorption
film as well as the subsequent EOR effect will reach stable results. In
our case, the threshold of S is three times the diameter of the JNPs
(3d). The above results suggest that rough surfaces with sharp
ridges could be unfriendly for JNPs in EOR in the real reservoir.



Fig. 4. The effect of the tip length of the ridge, S, on the oil displacement. (a) The EOR and the depth of adsorption film, D, obtained in systems with varied S. (b) The time needed for
reaching the final stable EOR effect in the system with varied S. The error bars in the figures are the standard deviation of 5 independent simulations.
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What's more, the S also has an obvious influence on the time cost
for obtaining the final EOR effect. As exemplified by the systems
with the similar EOR effect (S ranging from 4d to 10d) shown in
Fig. 4b, larger S generally requires a shorter time of the displace-
ment process. The high value of S, meaning long plane surface, is a
favorite for speeding up the acquisition of the high level of EOR. Of
course, if S is extremely long, the sliding distance of the adsorbed
JNPs will increase, which may slow down the EOR process to a
certain extent. As such, the systemwith S of 10d shows an increase
in needed displacement time to its counterpart with S of 7.5d
(Fig. 4b).
3.2.2. Entry angle (a)
The effect of a on oil displacement is obvious by comparing the

final simulation system snapshots, as shown in Fig. 5a. It should be
Fig. 5. The effect of entry angle on oil displacement. (a) The final system snapshots of oil disp
and Rhydrophilic with varied entry angles. Two snapshots of two representatives of adsorpt
deviations of 5 independent simulations. (c) Progressing snapshots of JNPs at the entrance of
entrance of grooves. The black arrows represent component forces while red arrows indica
resisting force of JNPs interacting with the oil molecules. F3 represents the attraction force
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noted here that to ensure the same width of the groove (L), the
depth of the groove (H) reduces if the a reaches a low value. For
example, the H in the system with a of 210� is smaller than that in
other systems (Fig. 5a). Considering that the sidewall area is no
longer the same among the systems, the surface coverage ratio (4)
of adsorbed JNPs on the sidewall (that is, the ratio of the area
covered by the adsorbed JNPs) is chosen to characterize the effec-
tiveness of the adsorption film here. As the results of EOR, 4 and
Rhydrophilic shown in Fig. 5b, lowering the a generally leads to a
better oil displacement effect. The resulting 4 and Rhydrophilic share
a highly similar trend at varied a, suggesting a strong correlation. In
conclusion, a affects the amounts and the orientation of the
adsorbed JNPs on the groove sidewall. Favorite properties of the
adsorption film, namely high values of 4 and Rhydrophilic, lead to a
preferable oil displacement effect.
lacement in grooves with varied entry angles. (b) The EOR, the surface coverage ratio, 4,
ion films on the sidewall of the groove are shown as insets. Error bars are standard
grooves with three different entry angles. (d) The schematic of forces on the JNPs at the
te the resultant forces. F1 represents the collision force asserted on the JNPs. F2 is the
from the surface to the JNP. Fr is the net driving force on the JNP to enter the groove.
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The above results obviously indicate that a affects the dynamics
of JNPs pinned at the entrance of the groove and is about to slide
onto the groove sidewall. As the representative JNPs at the entrance
of the groovewith three different amonitored and shown in Fig. 5c,
the JNPs are similar in orientations but subjected to the different
driving forces in collision with other adsorbed JNPs. Because of the
different a, the directions of forces applied to the JNPs at the
entrance of the groove are different. As shown in Fig. 5d, the
effective force driving JNPs into the groove (Fr, Fig. 5d) is more in-
line with the important collision force (F1, Fig. 5d) at lower a. Fr
increases as a decreases, which enhances JNPs to enter and invade
the groove. This explains the change in the coverage ratio of JNP
shown in Fig. 5b. Although the JNPs can adjust the orientation
through self-rotation during the simulation under the influence of
the interactions between surface, water, and oil, the improvement
of the Rhydrophilic is limited in the whole displacement process,
giving the same results as previous studies (Chang et al., 2022b).
The initial orientation of the pinned JNP at the entrance of the
groove largely reflects the final Rhydrophilic of the adsorption film. In
summary, smaller a leads to the favorite initial orientation of the
pinned JNPs, and the final larger Rhydrophilic.

3.2.3. Exit angle (b)
The exit angle of the groove, b, is also crucially important to the

oil displacement results. Compared to the entering sidewall of the
groove, the other sidewall facing the flooding direction (the outlet
side) has very limited action with the JNPs during the oil
displacement process. As the snapshots shown in Fig. S4a, the un-
covered trapped oil at the outlet side increases. Specifically, the
increase of b leads to a decrease in the recovery efficiency of the oil
phase given adsorption JNPs film with similar effectiveness in the
groove, as shown in Fig. S4b. In addition, it should be mentioned
that the increase of b also eliminates the possibility of JNP
adsorption on the sidewall of the groove facing the direction of
flooding, which is not conducive to the expansion of the oil-water
interface morphology inside the oil-trapping groove.

3.2.4. Aspect ratio of the groove (A)
The aspect ratio of the groove, A, was found to be an important

roughness factor in oil extraction by gas flooding (Fang et al., 2019).
Here, the width of the groove changes from 2.5 to 20 times the
diameter of JNPs, while the height of the grooves is constant. The
corresponding A of the grooves in the system ranges from 0.625 to
5. The varied A of grooves leads to significant differences in the final
oil displacement results, as the EOR, 4 and Rhydrophilic shown in
Fig. 6a (the snapshots are plotted in Fig. S5). Overall, an increase of A
leads to an increase in EOR in the systems. Although varied A has a
limited effect on the orientation of adsorbed JNPs, it results in the
changes in adsorption film coverage, 4, showing a pattern of pos-
itive correlation (blue curve, Fig. 6a). As verified already by results
in former studies (Chen et al., 2017; Fang et al., 2019), the water
flow pattern at the oil-water interface can be more concave with
the enlargement of the groove width, as shown by the schematics
in Fig. 6b. The larger the aspect ratio, the deeper the downward
thrust of the water flows over the groove. The curved oil-water
interface on the groove with large A is a favorite for the local
fluid flow to exert a driving force on the pinned JNPs at the entrance
of the groove, enhancing the invasion of JNPs into the groove along
the sidewall and forming the JNPs adsorption film. Nevertheless,
the EOR still witnesses significant changes in the periods of stable
coverage ratio (A ¼ 1.25e2.5 or A ¼ 3.125e3.75). This implies that
the impact of the aspect ratio of the groove is not only in the
coverage area of the adsorption film.

It can be inferred that once the formation of a JNP adsorption
film on the sidewall of the groove, namely the local wettability of
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the sidewall is altered, the influence of A on the oil-water interface
can be even more complicated. In order to clarify the impact of the
wettability alteration of the sidewall, a design system with a hy-
drophilic sidewall is used to further explore the effect of A on oil
recovery results and the morphology of the oil-water interface. As
the schematic diagram shown in Fig. S6, the sidewall in systems is
modified to be partially water wet and share the same properties as
the hydrophilic face of the JNPs before the displacement. The hy-
drophilic parts of the sidewalls in these designed grooves have a
fixed height, namely 30 Å on the entering sidewall representing
altered wettability and 3 Å on the exiting sidewall also mimicking
coverage of JNPs. Meanwhile, the rest of the groove remains hy-
drophobic, with a εsw of 0.3 kcal/mol. The hydrophilic parts of the
grooves in the designed systems are then considered to have been
covered by JNP adsorption film. The designed systems are then
subjected to a flooding test by pure water to probe the effect of
altered wettability in the grooves, with the EOR results shown in
Fig. 6c and resulting final system snapshots after oil displacement
in Fig. S7. Interestingly, as A increases, the EOR slightly decreases
first with a minimum near A ¼ 2.5 and further followed by a sig-
nificant increase with large A values. Such a result is coincident
with the EOR results obtained in the reference group (using JNPs)
and shown in Fig. 6a. As the morphology of the oil-water interface
in the designed systems after oil displacement is shown on the left
side of Fig. 6d, obviously, the larger A, themore curved the oil-water
interface towards the bottom of the groove. Combined with the
results shown in Fig. 6c, it can be seen that the dramatic concave of
the oil-water interface in grooves with A > 2.5 underlies the high
EOR performance in these systems. The designed system shed light
on the understanding of the results obtained using JNPs. As the
corresponding morphology of the oil-water interface obtained by
JNPs for comparison shown on the right side of Fig. 6d, the general
pattern of the oil-water interface in the reference systems is the
same as that in the designed systems. The results significantly
confirm the function of surface wettability alteration of JNPs, which
is an important contributing factor to consider in EOR materials
design.

To be concluded, the change of the initial streamline at the oil-
water interface caused by varied A affects the coverage of the
adsorption film on the sidewall of the groove. Also, the formation of
the adsorption film transforms the morphology patterns of the oil-
water interface in the groove with different A. The synergy of the
two effects defines the final oil displacement efficiency.

4. Discussion

The above results elaborate on the influence of four important
geometric parameters of rough surface on the residual oil
displacement by JNPs separately. The resulting EOR and the un-
derlying function of each geometric parameter are summarized in
Table 2. Inevitably, there is synergy among the four parameters in
their EOR effect. Since S characterizes the area size for the
adsorption of JNPs on the surface and further determines the for-
mation of the adsorption film inside the groove, the small value of a
(close to 180�) can contribute to the effect of S, given that the
entrance of the groove with small a partially can serve as an
extension of the JNPs adsorption area. Namely, the entrance of the
grooves with small a features the flat surface plane of the ridge
with a low thickness of the trapped oil, where JNPs can be directly
adsorbed at this entrance area of the groove by identifying the oil-
water interface. As such, the lower threshold of S is needed for the
obvious EOR effect by JNPs in grooves with smaller a. Moreover,
there is the interplay of a and A because different properties of the
adsorption film on the sidewall of the groove may induce different
morphology of the oil-water interface in the groove and further



Fig. 6. The effect of the aspect ratio of the groove, A, on oil displacement. (a) The EOR, the surface coverage ratio, 4, and the hydrophilic ratio of JNPs adsorption film, Rhydrophilic, with
varied aspect ratios. The error bars are the standard deviation of 5 independent simulations (b) The schematics of the influence of aspect ratio on streamlines at the oil-water
interface monitored in previous studies. The blue ones are the water streamlines at the interface while the light green ones are that in the bulk water. (c) The EOR of the
designed systems with various aspect ratios. The inset snapshot shows the sketch of the designed system. The green part of the designed surface is hydrophilic while the grey part is
hydrophobic. (d) The morphology of the oil-water interface at the end of oil displacement simulations on grooves of different aspect ratios in the designed systems (left) and the
reference systems (right). Inset snapshots are the representatives of the morphology of the oil-water interface in the two systems.

Table 2
The EOR effects and the underlying functions in oil displacement of the four rough geometric parameters.

Geometric Parameters Tip Length of the Ridge (S) Entry Angle (a) Exit Angle (b) Aspect Ratio of the groove (A)

Effect on EOR

Dominating Factor in
Displacement

Area of Adsorption
Film

Area of Adsorption Film & Its
Contribution in Wettability
Alteration

Uncovered Area of Trapped
Oil at Exit Side

Morphology of Oil-water
Interface
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lead to different EOR effects. To gain an overview of oil displace-
ment effects, the EOR, 4 and Rhydrophilic in grooves with three entry
angles of varied aspect ratios are organized in Fig. 7a. Being
consistent with the results of single-parameter analysis, the system
with smaller a and larger A holds better EOR. For any A and a, the
properties of the JNPs adsorption film, namely 4 and Rhydrophilic,
determine the resulting EOR. Interestingly, for the groove with
a ¼ 300� and large aspect ratio A, although the 4 and Rhydrophilic
show very low value due to the influence of a, the corresponding
EOR can still achieve a high value. This highlights the dominating
effect of the meniscus of the oil-water interface in those grooves
with large A. As shown in Fig. S8, the oil-water interface in grooves
2518
with an extraordinarily large aspect ratio can even reach the bot-
tom of the groove. The obvious influences in the EOR effects by the
exit angle are only observed in grooves with sufficiently small A. For
grooves with a large aspect ratio A, the effect exit angle can become
negligible since the adjacent area to the exit of the groove for
trapping oil decreases proportionally. Hence, the outstanding oil
displacement effect by JNPs is expected on the rough surface
dominated by shallow grooves if only the tip length of the ridge
exceeds a size threshold. For highly dense and deep grooves, the
smaller a and b are crucial for high oil recovery efficiency by JNPs. It
should be noted that if a and b are infinitely close to 180� (the
surface is close to smooth), the displacement effect of JNP will be



Fig. 7. The interplay of the geometric parameters in the EOR effect. (a) The EOR, the hydrophilic ratio, Rhydrophilic , and surface coverage ratio, 4, of the JNPs adsorption film in three
grooves with different entry angles and varied aspect ratios of the groove. (b) Sketch of the rough surface topography with complex roughness.
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poor because of the lack of pinning effect. Once the surface
roughness is extremely low, results obtained in smooth channels
can be applied (Wang et al., 2019).

It is worth noting that the actual topography of rough surfaces is
far more complicated than themodeled groove system in the study.
For example, the tip of the ridge can be a slope rather than the plane
surface (I or IV, Fig. 7b); the sidewall of the groove can have a rough
landscape (II, Fig. 7b); the surface is curved instead of being flat (III,
Fig. 7b), and so on. However, the influence of the roughness in EOR
can be deciphered using the four geometric parameters discussed
above. Taking the tip of the ridge as an example, JNPs are able to
land and pin on the top area of the ridge because of the hydro-
phobic attraction of the top oil film. In this study, the tip of the ridge
is a plane surface with an inclination angle of 0�, which yields re-
sults indicating the size of the tip of the ridge should exceed the
threshold to enable effective adsorption of JNPs for a favorable EOR
effect. For ridges with an inclination angle lower than 0� in reality
(I, Fig. 7b), the effect of a small groove entry angle can be applied,
which also could reduce the size threshold of the ridge for the EOR
effect. In contrast, once the inclination angle is greater than 0� (IV,
Fig. 7b), the EOR effect monitored in grooves with a large entry
angle can be applied, namely difficulty in forming JNP adsorption
film and inadequate driving force for the JNP to invade into the
groove. In the extreme case where ridges are sharp tips, in other
words with zero S, JNPs can directly adsorb on the sidewall of the
groove, which is greatly beneficial to the formation of the JNPs
adsorption film and the optimal EOR effect.

It should be emphasized that this work is only the first step in
understanding the complex JNPs displacement behavior on the
rough surface. In future work, more influencing factors affecting
such displacement process should be studied, such as the
displacement velocity, surface properties, size, the zeta potential of
JNPs, etc. Also, all-atom simulations using real solid surface struc-
tures will reveal more detailed mechanisms (Liu et al., 2022).
Moreover, machine learning could be an effective tool to clarify the
complicated oil displacement effect under the combination of
various rough surface parameters.What is evenmore challenging is
to quantitatively link the surface roughness parameters of the
actual reservoir with the displacement effect and explore themacro
influencing factors in the reservoir like porosity, permeability, and
the remaining oil saturation. So that the precise screening can be
realized in the application of JNP in EOR.

5. Conclusions

MD simulations are employed to study the effects of surface
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roughness on oil displacement by JNPs. The results provide an
improved understanding of the previously reported ‘adsorption
invasion process’ of JNPs in displacing trapped oil. The weakly to
moderately hydrophobic surface facilitates the progress of dy-
namics local wettability alteration and is thus suitable for efficient
displacement.

The four geometric factors play specific roles in the oil
displacement process and the subsequent EOR results. The tip
length of the ridge determines the amount of JNPs accumulated on
the surface, and further the formation of the JNPs adsorption film in
the groove. As the tip length of the ridge reaches a threshold, the
properties of the resulting JNPs adsorption film and the EOR effects
stabilize, while the required oil displacement time decreases.
Although the EOR effect of entry and exit angle of the groove is
found similar (small value is the preference), the underlying
mechanisms are different. The entry angle of the groove affects the
size of the JNPs adsorption film and thus the wettability alteration
on the sidewall of the groove, while the exit angle affects the
amount of un-recovered trapped oil at the exit side of the groove.

Lastly, the aspect ratio of the groove exerts a huge impact on the
morphology of the oil-water interface in the groove. The oil-water
interface can curve to reach the bottom of the groove with a large
aspect ratio, which results in an excellent oil displacement effect.
High oil displacement performance by JNPs is expected in shallow
grooves on rough surfaces. Moreover, compared to the entry and
exit angle, the aspect ratio of the groove plays a dominating role in
the overall EOR effect as long as the tip length of the rough ridge
approaches an effective threshold. Our findings deepen the un-
derstanding of the displacement of residual oil on the rough
interface by injection of nanofluid with JNPs. This study not only
guides the application of JNPs in EOR but also serves as an inspi-
ration to the related research on the two-phase flow phenomena on
the rough surface.

Abbreviations

Term Meaning
JNPs Janus nanoparticles
EOR Enhance oil recovery
DPD Dissipative particle dynamics
MD Molecular dynamics
S Tip length of the ridge
a Entry angle
b Exit angle
A Aspect ratio of the groove
W Groove width
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H Groove depth
d Diameter of JNPs
mW Monoatomic water
TraPPE-UA The Transferable Potentials for Phase Equilibria united-

atom
SW Stillinger-Weber
LJ Lennard-Jones
NEMD Non-equilibrium molecular dynamics
D Averaged absolute coordinate of the adsorbed JNP
Rhydrophilic Area of surface wettability alteration by individual JNP
4 Surface coverage ratio

Appendix A. Supplementary data

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.petsci.2023.02.006.
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